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Human‑centered computing
Computing technology has changed a lot of things in the world quickly. It is still affecting 
the way we think, the way we communicate with each other, the way we study, the way 
we work, and so on. Furthermore, computer hardware and software keep evolving every 
day and new paradigms and mechanisms continuously emerge into the world. There is 
no doubt that the main purpose of these technologies make human beings and our daily 
life convenient. In other word, the center of computing is all mankind.

However, the main purpose of computing technology may not be human beings. 
Artificial intelligence (AI) could be one of the promising computing technologies in 
the future. Many AI researchers hope that this technology will help and assist people 
effectively and efficiently. In addition, they believe that AI dramatically change our life 
in the near future. Unfortunately, all of the change are not always positive. Rapid and 
frequent changing of computing technologies could be difficult to use especially for 
elderly people. Furthermore, it is well known that innovative AI technology could give 
people a great fear. Some famous movies dealing with AI issues reflected this phenom-
enon. In addition, there was the fight of the century to play game Go between an AI Go 
player (AlphaGo) and a professional human Go player in March, 2016. AlphaGo finally 
defeated the human Go player at that game. It is definitely possible that the result of the 
game surprised and frightened all of the people in the world.

Abstract 

An ultimate goal of human-centered computing is making human beings the center 
of computing technologies. To make people a core component of the technology, first 
of all, we need to understand people and society in which people live. In this paper, we 
propose two important factors in order to understand people and their social interac-
tions. Proposed human activity recognition and neighbor discovery schemes help us 
comprehend human activities and their social behaviors. In addition, combination 
of these two mechanisms provide us with an opportunity for better understanding 
of people in the near future. Finally, it might be worth analyzing correlation between 
human activities and social interactions for the group of people using our proposed 
schemes.
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As we discussed before, one of the fundamental problems in current computing tech-
nologies is that there is a gap between human and computing technologies. Most current 
computing technologies concentrate on improving existing technologies or solving spe-
cific technological problems. This approach may not take care of human issues carefully. 
Originally, a computer was made for better human life, but now experts probably keep 
developing computing technologies for the enhanced performance of computer itself. In 
order to minimize the existing gaps, human-centered computing (HCC) has emerged. 
HCC encompasses all of the studies and efforts regarding making human beings the 
heart of computing technologies. Because of this reason, HCC could incorporate dif-
ferent types of disciplines such as computer science, sociology, psychology, cognitive 
science, graphic design, and anthropology. HCC research expects revolutionary move-
ments to happen by dealing with human abilities and needs.

In [1], authors proposed three important factors that form the core of HCC system: 
First, the HCC system should take into account personal human abilities and limitations. 
Second, it should consider social and cultural environments. Finally, the system could 
be properly adjustable to diverse individuals and specific environments. In addition, the 
authors addressed the following research directions:

  • New algorithms and development of diverse HCC systems;
  • Integration of multiple sensors, media, and human sciences that make human beings 

the central point;
  • New interdisciplinary academic and industrial programs;
  • Discussions on the impact of computing technology that include the social, eco-

nomic, and cultural contexts in which such technology might be deployed;
  • Data collection from culturally diverse social situations;
  • Evaluation metrics for theories, design processes, implementations, and systems 

from a human-centered perspective; and
  • Methodologies for privacy protection and the consideration of ethical and cultural 

issues.

The papers [1, 2] mentioned that a key challenge of developing HCC systems is 
encompassing diverse disciplines that we have already discussed in computational envi-
ronments. Especially, in this paper, we propose a potential computational model that 
focuses on understanding individual and social activities toward future HCC systems.

Human activity monitoring system
Human beings have different types of physical activities in their daily life. They could 
sit on a chair, walk along a street, or sometimes run or jog inside or outside a building. 
Although there are some different levels or degrees of activity based on their occupa-
tions, most people have their own activity styles everyday. In addition, many people are 
getting interested in their health so that different kinds of activity tracking devices have 
emerged these days. With the activity trackers, users can keep recording their own daily 
activities and realize the pattern of physical activities numerically. Furthermore, these 
activity patterns may indicate their current health status.
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We proposed a human activity monitoring system using a wearable sensor in our pre-
vious paper [3]. The system consists of two primary components: activity data collec-
tion and physical activity recognition. Our system focuses on classifying and monitoring 
human daily activity. In this section, we briefly introduce our activity monitoring system.

Shimmer: wireless wearable sensor

For collecting and recognizing different human physical activities, we used a tiny and 
lightweight wireless wearable sensor called Shimmer [4]. It is widely used for studying 
a lot of phenomenon, implementing diverse algorithms, and making some experiments 
in wireless sensor networks. The Shimmer device consists of a number of integrated and 
extended sensors, a central processing unit, wireless communication modules, and stor-
age devices. It can be considered as a tiny personal computer equipped with wireless 
communication and sensing capabilities. Especially, Shimmer has a triaxial acceleration 
sensor. By reading and analyzing a series of acceleration data with this sensor, we can 
recognize a real-time human physical activity. Shimmer has three key features: First, it 
has a very low power or low energy consumption capability. Second, its size is very small 
(53 × 32 × 15 mm enclosure). Lastly, its weight is only 15 g. Due to these features, it is 
currently widely used for wearable sensor applications. In addition, Shimmer is applica-
ble to a variety of areas such as healthcare, rehabilitation, remote patient monitoring and 
assistive technology, environmental sensing solutions, and biomechanics.

Metrics for activity recognition

There are two typical physical activities in our daily life: static and dynamic activities. 
Representative static activities consist of standing, sitting, and reclining. Additionally, 
famous dynamic activities are composed of walking, running, and jumping. With accel-
eration readings from Shimmer, we compute an inclination angle and a standard devia-
tion with vertical and anterior-posterior accelerations to recognize real-time human 
physical activities. The inclination angle has been calculated to classify the static activity 
in previous research [5–9]. After obtaining each x- and y-axis of acceleration values, we 
calculate the inclination angle (Φ) with Eq. (1), where Ax and Ay represent accelerations 
of the x- and y-axis, respectively. In our system, as mentioned before, the inclination 
angle is used for recognizing standing, sitting, or reclining activities.

Most dynamic activities are closely related to the variation of accelerations in vertical 
direction. We decided that a standard deviation could be one of the best measurements 
to distinguish between static and dynamic activities. If the standard deviation value is 
constantly changing, we can conclude that the activity is dynamic. To get the standard 
deviation of the y-axis, we collect 10 samples of acceleration values of the y-axis and cal-
culate the standard deviation (σ) with Eq. (2), where n is the number of samples, yi is the 
acceleration of the y-axis at time i, and ȳ represents the average of the acceleration of the 
y-axis over n samples, respectively.

(1)Φ = arctan
Ax

Ay

(2)σ =

√

1

n− 1

∑n

i=1
(yi − ȳ)2
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Activity recognition algorithm

We used two measurements, inclination angle and standard deviation, for activity rec-
ognition in our system. The computation needed for these measurements is not compli-
cated. Therefore, our activity recognition algorithm is simple and compact. This is one of 
the contributions of activity monitoring. The main reason is that a wireless sensor device 
is a resource-constrained and battery-dependent hardware, and therefore, we need to 
minimize the battery of sensors for computation in order to decrease energy consump-
tion. If sensor applications consume a lot of energy and require heavy computation, this 
system might not be useful to collect and monitor daily physical activity in humans.

Figure  1 represents the flow chart of our entire physical activity recognition. First, 
we collect original acceleration data from the accelerometer in the Shimmer. Second, 
we perform our own data calibration process to get accurate acceleration data. Then, 
we calculate the inclination angle and standard deviation with the calibrated accelera-
tion value. Finally, we compare the angle or standard deviation value with some thresh-
old values that we computed to produce a boolean indicator. As a result, we can finally 
obtain a series of boolean indicators representing ‘0’ or ‘1’.

How can we get the final activity data from the series of binary numbers consisting of 
‘0’ and ‘1’ in the proposed activity recognition algorithm? Here is a concrete example. 
Let us consider one specific activity like standing. We may think that standing is a static 
posture. There is no active movement in this activity, which means that both HIGH and 
LOW dynamic values from the standard deviation are around zero. From the previous 
experimental study [3], we found that the inclination angle of standing is different from 
that of sitting or lying. Therefore, the LIE value in Fig. 1 is also zero. The TRAN value 
comes from the big difference of angles, so that the value is also zero because there is no 
big angle difference in the standing position. Consequently, all values are zero except the 
first one (e.g., 10,000). After getting these binary data, we can map them into a specific 
decimal number representing the specific activity and conclude that the current activity 
is a standing posture. This is how the activity recognition algorithm works.

Fig. 1 Activity recognition algorithm
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Neighbor discovery protocol
Most recent studies of the wireless sensor network (WSN) area focus on energy con-
sumed by wireless sensors [10–15]. Especially, neighbor discovery has been actively 
studied for over a decade since the research of WSN began. There are two primary rea-
sons why the topic of neighbor discovery became popular: First, if sensors cannot find 
neighbors within a certain amount of time, they are unattended or useless. Second, if 
this situation continues, it makes the entire network partitioned or disconnected. A 
variety of asynchronous neighbor discovery protocols have been developed in order to 
address a neighbor discovery problem [16–24]. In this section, we present an asynchro-
nous neighbor discovery protocol we proposed called BAND in the previous paper [25].

Neighbor discovery problem

Most wireless sensors are characterized as a resource-constrained device because they 
have limited computing power and their power source comes from battery. For the pur-
pose of energy conservation, almost all sensors have their own power-saving mode. In 
this mode, sensors turn off their communication channel and do noting. Periodically, 
they turn on their radio and try to communicate with their neighbors. Unfortunately, 
there is no information regarding when their neighbors wake up. Therefore, each sensor 
in the network should know how many neighbors are located within its communication 
range and how often they wake up. Traditionally, using some number of control packets, 
sensors tried to synchronize the meeting time of their neighbors, but it turned out there 
is a huge overhead of exchanging these control packets. Therefore, an asynchronous 
neighbor discovery scheme came into the spotlight these days.

Combinatorial block design

The neighbor discovery mechanism we proposed borrowed the concept of combinato-
rial block designs. Especially, we developed a neighbor discovery schedule using a Bal-
ance Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) [26–28]. As we mentioned before, there are two 
distinctive modes in a neighbor discovery schedule called active and power-saving 
modes. We could represent these two modes with a number zero and one. For example, 
we have ‘010101’ schedule, which means a sensor is in power-saving mode for the first 
time and then turns on its radio to communicate with its neighbors and continues this 
pattern repeatedly. One of the most challenging tasks for construing neighbor discovery 
schedules is how two different schedules have the same active mode at the same time 
without any further information. In [29], according to Theorem 2.1.2, it has been proved 
that if a given (v, k, λ)-BIBD is a symmetric BIBD then randomly selected two blocks 
have exactly common λ points. This Theorem represents a fundamental property show-
ing that two arbitrary discovery schedules could have common active time slots when 
we apply the symmetric BIBD to the asynchronous neighbor discovery problem without 
control packets.

Combination of two block designs

Although we could apply BIBD to the construction of an asynchronous neighbor dis-
covery schedule, there is a weakness when simply employing BIBD for creating discov-
ery schedule. The practical challenge of using a block design for asynchronous neighbor 
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discovery is that there is no unified block construction method. That is why we devel-
oped a block combination algorithm. A basic concept under the proposed construction 
technique is combining two block designs.

Let us explain how to combine two designs in detail. For simplicity, two simple designs 
are used for demonstration purposes. Note that we created these two designs only for 
the purpose of illustrating the combination process.

Step 1: choose two block designs

First, we select any two well-known block designs. Assume that there are two block 
designs, A =  (va, ka, λa)-BIBD and B =  (vb, kb, λb)-BIBD. For the sake of simplicity, we 
use (4, 3, 2) and (3, 2, 1)-designs to demonstrate the proposed idea of block combina-
tion. Figure 2 shows (4, 3, 2) and (3, 2, 1)-designs. Here, we call the (4, 3, 2)-design a base 
design and (3, 2, 1)-design a replacement design.

Step 2: replace each active slot of the base design with the entire blocks of the replacement 

design and every sleep slot of the base design with a sleep schedule of order 3. Here, a sleep 

schedule is defined as a square matrix of order n with all 0’s

In Step 2, for every active slot in the base design, we replace it with the entire blocks of 
the replacement design, that is, the (3, 2, 1)-design. In addition, sleep slots are replaced 
with a sleep schedule. Let us assume that we change each active slot from the (4, 3, 
2)-design into the entire blocks from the (3, 2, 1)-design.

Step 3: generate a new block design for neighbor discovery

Finally, we can get a (va × vb, ka × kb, λa × λb)-design by combining A and B in this step. 
Figure 3 illustrates the completed (12, 6, 2)-design by combining the (3, 2, 1) and (4, 3, 
2)-design.

By using the method in Step 2, we can construct a set of new neighbor discovery 
schedules (NDS) with a different duty cycle. These combined schedules make the neigh-
bor discovery problem easy to solve. We can generate a new NDS by combing two block 
designs. If there exists a BIBD with a desired duty cycle, we can just use the BIBD for 
the neighbor discovery. However, due to the lack of a unified algorithm of generating 
BIBDs, it is not always possible to generate an NDS with a certain duty cycle. Therefore, 
the proposed block design scheme gives us more options. For instance, the proposed 
method can virtually construct a new block design with almost any duty cycle by select-
ing a proper set of previously known block designs. Figure 4 illustrates the algorithm we 
designed for combining two block designs.

Slot 1 2 3 4 Slot 1 2 3 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
2 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 
3 1 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 
4 1 1 1 0 

Fig. 2 (4,3,2) and (3,2,1)-designs
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In the simulation study, we focused on two major criteria of neighbor discovery prob-
lems: energy consumption and discovery latency. Related studies of neighbor discovery 
also dealt with these metrics in their performance evaluation. We have implemented 
four representative neighbor discovery protocols in the literature and BAND. The per-
formance of the proposed algorithm is much better than other competitive protocols. As 
shown in Fig. 5, the energy consumption of BAND is less than that of three competitive 
protocols. Note that Combinatorial is the optimal solution and the energy consumption 
of BAND is very close to that of Combinatorial.

Combination of human activity monitoring and neighbor discovery
We discussed three factors composing the core of HCC system. These factors focus on 
human abilities and limitations, social and cultural awareness, and adaptability across 
individuals and specific situations. From a human-centered perspective, one of the most 
important tasks toward an ideal HCC system is to understand people and society in 
which people live. In this section, we propose a potential computational model for sup-
porting HCC systems. Based on the research directions that we have discussed in the 
beginning of this article, we suggest one possible model that can be used for understand-
ing the behavior of individuals and social interactions.

First, we need a data collection mechanism in order to understand and analyze the 
human’s behavior and the relationship with others. According to the purpose of the 

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
7 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
8 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
9 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

10 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
11 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
12 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Fig. 3 Combination of (4,3,2) and (3,2,1) designs

Fig. 4 An algorithm of combining two block designs
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system, there are many different types of options we can choose. One of the possible 
choices is the data of human physical activities. Our proposed human activity monitor-
ing system can be applied to collect physical activity data. The monitoring system only 
requires a small amount of battery and memory space. It was originally developed for 
sensor applications, so the system is user-friendly and energy-efficient. Through the 
monitoring system, we could measure the level of physical daily activity of people.

Additionally, we might also collect the social interactions of people with our neighbor 
discovery protocol. In a wireless sensor network environment, in the beginning phase of 
the deployment of sensors, they try to find their neighbors and join the network in their 
communication range for a certain amount of time. Usually, a graph theory can be used 
for representing sensor nodes and their connectivity graphically. In the graph, each node 
illustrates a sensor and each vertex expresses a link between sensors. We could apply this 
concept to represent the interactions of people in communities. If our proposed neigh-
bor discovery protocol finds neighbors frequently then it means that a specific person 
actively makes a relationship with others. The frequency of fining different neighbors 
can be used as a metric for the level of sociability of people.

Second, the level of physical activity and sociability of individuals can be used for 
developing evaluation metrics for HCC systems from a human-centered perspec-
tive. Our activity monitoring system can recognize typical human daily activities such 
as walking, running, standing, or sitting. It is possible that some active group of peo-
ple usually has combination of running and walking activities. We could imagine that 
most businessmen or salesmen generally have some busy schedules almost every day. 
Especially, these type of people frequently meet other individuals in their daily life to 
make a social or business relationship with their partners. Therefore, we could define the 
degree of activeness of an individual based on analyzing different kind of physical activi-
ties through the proposed activity monitoring system. We could also design the degree 
of dynamics of social interactions using frequent data exchange for neighbor discovery. 
These two metrics can be employed for evaluating that a HCC system deeply considers 
the understanding of people.
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Finally, let us think about a feasible application of combining the application-level 
solution and the network protocol-level approach. The proposed activity monitoring 
system can measure the level of physical daily activity of people. In addition, we could 
also apply our neighbor discovery protocol to quantify the level of sociability of people 
by checking how frequently the sensors detect their neighbors or how many neighbors 
they find within a certain amount of time. Let us make an assumption: the daily activ-
ity of a certain person consists of a lot of dynamic activities (walking or running) and 
the frequency or the number of neighbor discovery is also high then we could say that 
he or she is a sociable and an active person. The level of physical activity indicates how 
people live vigorously during their daily life. Frequent data exchange for neighbor dis-
covery shows how actively people interact with others. Therefore, using the combination 
between physical activity monitoring and neighbor discovery, we can measure both indi-
vidual health level and the level of socialized relationship with others.

There is one more possibility on the combination of human activity monitoring and 
neighbor discovery. We can conduct a correlation analysis between the level of physical 
daily activity and sociability of people. There are some meaningful hypotheses for better 
understanding of people. For example, we have the following questions?

  • Does the people who has mostly dynamic activities show a vigorous relationship 
with their friends or partners?

  • Does the people who actively interact with others have the high degree of activeness 
of their daily life?

  • Is human daily activity closely related to human social interaction?

Conclusion
In conclusion, one of the most significant considerations of designing or implementing 
HCC systems is understanding people. That is why human beings should be the core 
component of the system in a HCC environment. In this paper, we propose a compu-
tational model quantifying the level of activeness of individuals and the level of social 
interactions. The combination of human activity monitoring and neighbor discovery 
could have some promising research works for better comprehension of people in the 
future. If there is a close relationship between individual physical activities and social 
interactions through the correlation analysis we suggest, we could adopt this relation-
ship as a meaningful evaluation metric for HCC systems. In addition, by mixing the level 
of activeness and social interactions, we could characterize a number of groups of peo-
ple. This clustering approach might give us a better understanding of people when each 
group indicates its own characteristic. This could be an opportunity of understanding 
the behavior or characteristic of a group of people.
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